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Name of the Tool

50 States.com

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.50states.com/

Subject

United States-Geography-Dictionaries

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Digital Properties, LLC

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

This site contains geographical views from different aspects such as state trees, state
birds, state songs, state flags, state flowers, state newspapers, state quarters, famous
people of state people, fun facts, fun facts & trivia, current events, sports teams, state
tax forms, city guides etc. School, colleges and Universities of different states are
also highlighted. Flags of different states, map of cities of United States, zip codes,

area code, city guide, quizzes related to different states are also mentioned in this
site. Other geographical information includes area, border states, climate, country
profile, geographic center, highest point, location, lowest point, maps, national
forest, topography, weather etc are

Kind of Information

Clicking on the state, listed on home page, gives detail information of states in
different aspects. Information listed under some headings are mentioned below:
Heading
Quick Facts

Facts

Government

Geography

Education

Attraction

Type of information provided
admission to statehood, area,
constitution, capital city, nickname,
population etc
area codes, bird, capital city, city
guides, constitution, fast facts,
flags, flowers, largest cities,
nickname, origin of state name,
population, soil, song, state quarter,
symbols, tree, and zip codes etc
capital, country profile, courts,
judicial system, public records,
representatives of states etc.
area, border states, climate, country
profile, geographic center, highest
point, location, lowest point, maps,
national forest, topography, weather
etc
different community and technical
colleges, nursing schools, school
directory

Library, museums, state parks,
vacation rentals, zoo etc.
“Industry” includes agricultural and
industrial products.
Each entry on states covers above mentioned information. Besides, some option like
State facts, colleges, maps mentioned separately in the site.
“State facts” includes name of different state trees, state birds, state songs, state
flowers and different facts on states. Each and every entry on different aspects of
states is described elaborately.
“Colleges” includes name of colleges/schools of different field in different states.
“Maps” of 50 states provides a free collection of blank state outline maps and cities
map with print option.

Special Features
 This site provides abbreviation, games, kids travel fun, nickname of states.
 Links to proteacher.com, nationalgeographic.com etc.

Arrangement Pattern

Entries are arranged alphabetically by the first letter of the name of states or cities.

Remarks

This is a community guideline tool and useful sources of information of different
states and cities of United states. It contains information from area code to maps. it
can be used as an educational tool and helpful specially for students.

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

 CityTownInfo.com ( http://www.citytowninfo.com)
 Fact Monster : From Information Please
( http://www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0770414.html)
 Info please ( http://www.infoplease.com/)
 Geographic.org (http://www.geographic.org/)
 Indianmirror.com ( http://www.indianmirror.com/geography/geography.htm)
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